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Updates of the High-power test facilities
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(Other test facilities not included this time: X-box at CERN, XTA at SLAC, Nextef2 at KEK, etc.)

Demonstration of operation of high-quantum-efficiency 
cathodes in a high-gradient RF injector. Has been constructing and commissioning an X-band test facility.

 Various components have been conditioned.
 Also developing beam diagnostic systems.
 So that they will develop the facility to an accelerator physics lab.

 Has been developing an X-band test facility.
 Various components fabricated, purchased, and HP tested.
 20 cells structure under high power testing
 A full-scale 0.9m prototype for high power test in production

 Has been developing an C-band test facility
 To build a HG RF breakdown study facility
 To build a cryo-cooled photoinjector study facility
 To conduct material studies
 To demonstrate high-quantum-efficiency cathodes in a HG RF injector
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Structure fabrication
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 New type of CLIC accelerating structure: smartcell
 The production of a full prototype is ongoing together with a deep analysis 

about the bonding technique.
 The prototype production will start before the end of the year

CLIC new type

 Relatively new fabrication method: split-type
 Adopted in the C3 accelerating structure fabrication
 Mentioned later
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Various developments for C3 (hardware) 
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 Hardware developments for C3 have been performed vigorously.
 Fabricated full-scale accelerating structures based on the DC 

scheme, and perform LP/HP RF tests. 
 Measured vibrations due to bubbling in LN
 Designing the Quarter Cryomodule is on-going .
 HPT of single-cell DCS is also on-going at Los Alamos at LN 

temperature together with microscopic investigations
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Various developments for C3 (designing) 
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Applications
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Quantitative comparison of 
cost-effectiveness between 
the longitudinally-split and 
disk-type fabrication 
methods for the linac with 
(almost) the same 
specifications to estimate 
sustainability effects

 Based on the C3 technology applied to Injector Linac 
 Large Aperture distributed coupled Linac in S-band.
 The assembly and brazing performed in SLAC.
 Proposals for testing the structure
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Capture cavity, LLRF
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 The design and related simulated results 
were shown. 

 Particularly, the influence of solenoid 
magnetic field to the e+ transportation 
before entering cavity,

 Including an Initial studies of the action 
of RF field of cavities on 20, 60 MeV 
positrons

 New LLRF system is presented based on RFSoC.
 RFSoC is an Rf system-on-chip technology which integrates all the essential components including 

programmable logic, and processors
 RFSoC based LLRF significantly reduces hardware complexity and enables more flexibility in operation 
 They fabricated the LLRF based on RFSoC, and test it on pulse-to-pulse fluctuation, etc.
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Basic studies
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 Very high Rsh
 Eacc < ~10 MV/m
 Understand the physics
 Beak the Eacc limit

 Significant point is that they are developing BIAR with a 
very short RF pulse.

 In this example, there is a big Faraday cut signal, so BD 
occurred, but transmission was not affected due to a 
non-zero grow time of vacuum arcing or discharge.

 Understanding of this phenomenon
We could  accelerate beam bunches even when BD 

occurs?
We will be freed from BD limit?

 At SLAC, many single cell 
cavities were tested, more 
than 50.

 A lot of data has been 
accumulated, that is very 
useful to understand new 
HGT results.

 Recently we found hard 
copper and copper alloy 
have good HG performance. 

We will investigate such 
materials in the near future.
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